《The Mysterious CEO》
62 Sorry, Mrs Si, you won'st able to meet your family before your
death

Although, Si Li texted Lu Lan that he would be leaving after 10 minutes, but he left
his office after sending the text to her, only to give surprise her. He knew that these
were little things, but these things always made her happy.
When Si Li reached in the garage with his assistant, suddenly, a car with a high speed
swiftly passed beside him, Si Li saw it was the Lu Lan's car and because of car's
windscreen and glasses on the doors were black, no one could see anything inside it.
However, he felt something unusual, because he knew that she didn't like to drive at
high speed, but why all of sudden she was driving her car so fast.
"GET THE CAR"Si Li shouted and ran after Lu Lan's car.
Mu Che understood that something was not right, so he rushed to get the car.
When Si Li reached outside, Lu Lan already disappeared from his sight. Si Li's men
who were already waiting outside, when they saw Lu Lan's car and they also felt
something unusual, so without waiting for Si Li's order, they followed the Lu Lan's car.

At the same time, Mu Che arrived with the car, Si Li strode towards the driver seat and
opened the door and yelled: "Move".
Mu Che immediately moved towards the passenger seat.
The man in the Lu Lan's car saw through the rear-view mirror that some cars following
them and lips curved up slightly "Look your husband here".
Lu Lan noticed that Si Li's car was following her car, she sigh a relief and cleverly
step on the brake to slow down the car, but the speed of the car didn't slow down.
The man saw what she was trying to do then he sarcastically smiled at her "Mrs Si, do
you think I am a fool?"
Suddenly, a bike on which two-men sat, came out of nowhere and follow Lu Lan's car

and then Lu Lan's car speed up. Lu Lan was trying to hit step on the brake, but still,
the car didn't slow down. Instead, she saw the speed of the car had reached at 120
MPH. Lu Lan hurriedly tried to open the glass of front door but it was not opening.
"Hahahah….Mrs. Si, don't worry. I will make sure your husband doesn't catch up with
us".
Si Li saw that Lu Lan's car speed up intensively and saw a bike, a man in the back seat
of the bike had a tablet in his hands. Si Li understood that they hacked Lu Lan's car.
Therefore he hit the step on the accelerator and he speeded up his car.
In a couple of minutes, few sports cars came and were following Lu Lan' car. They
were Si Li's team, they didn't know what was the enemies want and couldn't take the
risk of Lu Lan life, so they were trying to catch up with the Lu Lan's car so that Lu
Lan didn't disappear from their sight. However, it didn't look like they were here only
to kidnap Lu Lan.
"President… there is construction work going ahead" Mu Che got the information
from his men.
"Shut it" Si Li frustratingly hit his hand on the steering wheel and speeded up. He
couldn't lose Lu Lan.
Lu Lan was panicked when she saw a board beside the road which displayed
'Contraction work going ahead, SLOW DOWN YOUR CAR'.
"Hahaha…. Sorry, Mrs Si, you won't able to meet your family before your
death...Hahaha".
Now, Lu Lan understood why Si Li was scared and why he had sent her away from
him, but she knew her life was important to him, so she had to save herself, but she
couldn't stop the car. So now there was only one choice left for her.
She took a deep breath and with one hand go, she made a U-Turn, the man on the back
seat wasn't prepared for this and therefore he fell on the right side and gun on his hand
fell in front of the passenger seat.
The bike who was following Lu Lan's car went to the straight to the construction site
and hit the truck and both the men fell from the bike.
In at moment, a glass of the front door opened, when Lu Lan saw that and a flicker of
hope appeared in her eyes, then she swiftly step on the brake, but she saw that brake
was not working, might be because of high speed, brakes got failed

Si Li saw that Lu Lan's car made a U-Turn, therefore, he swiftly made U-Turn and
commanded: "Kill those bas***".
"Yes President…."
Then a sports car went towards the contraction site and hit both of the men.
Because of U-Turn, this time, Si Li's car caught up with Lu Lan's car. Lu Lan saw Si
Li's car and she shouted "Brakes got failed… Help me".

